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Focal Areas
This white paper addresses DOE AI4ESP focus areas #1 and #3. We propose to leverage advances
in machine learning and artificial intelligence to create a new unsupervised cloud classification
framework that will produce new datasets and cloud process understanding to reduce biases in
Earth system models.

Science Challenge
Despite considerable improvement in climate model representation of many phenomena in recent
years [e.g. 1], long-term climate projections remain uncertain due in particular to inadequate model
representations of clouds [2]. Constraining cloud response to anthropogenic forcing requires
running global simulations at the resolution needed to resolve the boundary layer eddies critical to
convection [3]—a computationally infeasible feat for the foreseeable future. Deep learning data-
driven approaches applied to decades of satellite imagery provide an unprecedented opportunity to
fill the knowledge gap in cloud dynamics and feedbacks.

Rationale
Clouds are an obvious, critical part of the hydrological cycle and can have impacts far beyond
the region where they are formed. For example, uncertainties in future changes in precipitation
in the Sahel region (where a large portion of the population depends on rainfed agriculture for
their livelihoods) are due in large part to the northern hemisphere temperature gradient which
in turn depends on global cloud response to warming [4]. Cloud response to anthropogenic
forcing is a root cause of hydrological cycle uncertainties in many regions. Thus improving cloud
process understanding and the representation of clouds in models are critical steps to improving
predictability of the hydrological cycle and the earth system as a whole [5].

Multispectral (hyperspectral) images fromvariousEarth-observing satellites, such asMODIS [6],
provide rich spatiotemporal information streams on cloud patterns and textures. These data repre-
sent an opportunity to help constrain cloud responses to warming. However, the volume (growing at
∼100TB/day [7]) and complexity of these data pose a significant barrier to scientists. No automatic
dimension reduction methodology exists that would enable researchers to understand the controls
on cloud patterns and textures, identify trends, or compare to numerical simulations as a diagnostic
test of their ability. Existing supervised deep learning classification approaches [8, 9, 10, 11] are
insufficient, being limited by a lack of labeled images (stemming from the difficulty in consistently
labeling ‘blurry’ cases and a general lack of agreement on what the classes ought to be) and, yet
more concerning, being constrained to human-defined classes.

Recent developments in deep learning, especially unsupervised image classification, provide
an excellent opportunity to overcome the paucity of labeled cloud data and capitalize on the wealth
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of high-resolution data. Unsupervised classification techniques that automatically reduce satellite
images would provide researchers with the opportunity to study distributions in the populations
of cloud types, physical characteristics of novel classes of clouds, variability and trends in these
quantities, and new Earth System Model evaluation methods which could be used to reduce biases
and thus improve predictability.

Narrative
We propose the development of an unsupervised deep learning framework for the clustering and
classification of satellite cloud images, with the goal of producing new understanding of the diverse
and potentially changing roles of clouds in the climate system. Specifically, we propose to use deep
learning methods to identify robust and meaningful grouping of diverse clouds into clusters, on
the basis of which we hope to develop new classification schemes. Supervised cloud classification
using deep learning was first attempted over 30 years ago [12]: perhaps the very first application
of deep learning in Earth Science! Unsupervised cloud classification was first proposed a decade
later [13, 14], but dismissed at the time as infeasible because of the limited accuracy achievable
with the machine learning methods of that era.

In the intervening years, three critical developments havemade it possible to revisit this problem.
First, satellite data has vastly expanded since the late 90s. The MODIS satellite for example, was
launched in 2000 and the number of earth observation satellites grows every year. Second, new
deep learning classification methodologies, such as autoencoders [15, 16], promise to enable new
approaches to clustering of complex cloud structures that were problematic to researchers in the
late 90s. Finally, acceleration of deep learning performance via a combination of greatly enhanced
computational power and improved numerical methods make scaling this problem feasible.

Most supervised learning attempts to date have focused on the 11 canonical classes familiar
to meteorologists [8]. However, labeled cloud datasets are still small compared to other deep
learning applications (2500 ground-based cloud images compared to 14M in ImageNET). A recent
supervised deep learning project [9] employed a novel labeling approach by crowd-sourcing cloud
labels. While this approach has promise as a means of delivering the large quantities of labeled
data needed for deep learning, the manually defined classes had to be limited in number (here
4 classes) in order that non-experts could provide reasonably accurate labels. In this and other
similar projects, the cloud classes do not necessarily capture all relevant distinctions, combining
for example quite different types of low clouds.

Unsupervised learning relaxes the constraint of labeled data by automatically defining classes,
thus vastly expanding the potential training set. The expanded data advantage comes at a cost
however, as learned classes need to be validated with no obvious ‘ground-truth.’ An effective
unsupervised classification scheme should generate classes/clusters that are (1) separable (cohesive
and distinct in latent space), (2) stable (produce identical classes when trained on different subsets of
the data), and (3) rotationally invariant (insensitive to the orientation of an image). Additionally for
cloud classification, we propose that classes should (4) capture information on spatial distributions
such as textures, and (5) be physically reasonable (embody scientifically relevant distinctions) [17].

Preliminary work has shown that unsupervised cloud classification using the MODIS instru-
ments visible-to-thermal bands produces stable classes that are physically reasonable [17]. In this
first unsupervised attempt, we produced 12 cloud classes which exhibit physical properties that
are not randomly distributed and do not contradict existing physical knowledge. For example, low
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clouds are distinct in latent space from high clouds, and physical properties such as ice fraction and
optical thickness occupy separate distributions across classes.

These preliminary applications were limited in geographic scope, with training and testing
data focused on the east equatorial Pacific ocean. While clouds are varied and climatologically
important in this region, all possible types of cloud are not uniformly sampled here. A classifier
trained on equatorial cloud populations may break down when applied to ocean clouds in other
regimes, such as high clouds in the southern ocean, and clouds over land pose additional challenges
as the boundary conditions leading to convection are more heterogeneous. Background surface
reluctance over land (or ice) will provide additional challenge to the classifier not present over the
ocean. In more recent work, we have started to extend the work to a global scale [18], but more
work is required to understand when and where the resulting classifiers are effective and what they
tell us about cloud properties and changes in those properties over time.

Rotational-invariance proves to be a challenging aspect of unsupervised classification of clouds.
Current ongoing research employing a rotationally invariant autoencoder [19] attempts to address
this problem [17], with promising results via the use of convolutional network to learn spatial
structure, a loss function that uses transform-invariant techniques, and a learning protocol that
learns from satellite data without introducing biases [18]. These methods need to be evaluated at
large scales on 30 years of satellite imagery.

Additional next step efforts include integration into earth systemmodels (e.g., E3SM [20]). This
integration may be performed first in the context of global high-resolution convection-permitting
models such as SCREAM, and then (with modifications to deal with lower model resolutions) to
ensembles of GCMs in CMIP as a tool for model validation. Scientific questions here include: do
simulated clouds populations match historical data? Where and how do they fail?

Other questions include: Could high-resolution convection permitting models (and perhaps
generative adversarial networks) be used in some novel ways here? For example, one could
simulate clouds in quite different regimes (perhaps far from existing possibilities) and then apply
the classifier to the resulting outputs to see what happens. For example, we might see evidence for
the postulated breakup of stratocumulus decks under extreme warming [21].

Research efforts in this domain should address three major themes (1) the development of new
deep learning techniques specific to the cloud problem; (2) operationalizing the prototype algo-
rithms to global scale to produce classified datasets that can be disseminated alongside existing
satellite image datasets; and (3) understanding what cloud classifiers tell us about cloud properties.
The construction of a production-quality operational tool will require advances in methods for
rapid processing of large quantities of climate simulation data and can make use of the advanced
AI/HPC capabilities available at the national laboratories (e.g., Summit, Aurora, Cerebras). Any
multispectral satellite image can in principle be used as training data, though making direct com-
parisons across cloud populations learned from different satellite products may prove challenging
as resolutions and available spectral bands vary. Further steps can include the principled use of
both observational data from multiple sources and the automated design and execution of climate
simulation runs to expand input data into new regimes.

Advanced techniques developed here may have wide applications across many satellite image
domains including beyond cloud classification: for example, improved cloud masking algorithms,
land type classification, and monitoring of glaciers and surface water. Finally, this methodology
could also be readily applied to ARM: Total Sky Imager ground based cloud data.
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